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Al-Mashyakhah (Kinz al-Sālikīn) is a collection of autographs and permissions 

granted by religious authorities and distinguished scholars of the 9
th
/15

th
, 

10
th
/16

th
and the first half of 11

th
/17

th
centuries. The collection was compiled 

throughfive generations of the Ḥammuʿīyāns of Yazd, and contains handwriting 

samples of about 100 Iranian religious authorities and distinguished scholars of the 

9
th
/15

th
, 10

th
/16

th
and 11

th
/17

th
centuries. The copy is one of the finest 

manuscriptsheld in the Iranian libraries. Thecompilation worktook almost 129 

years, from 845/1442 to 1022/1613, and the collection can rightly be declared 

evidence of 129 years of scientific and culturalendeavor in Iran. 

Mashyakhah or mashyikhah is the plural form of shaykh in Arabic, which are 

usually considered as being synonymous by philologists. Some scholars, like 

MīrDāmād in his Al-Rawāshiḥ al-Samāwīyah,however, differentiate between the 

two. In hadithterminology, mashyakhah refers to a group of hadith mastersfrom 

whom a narratorhas transmitted one or several hadiths. In bibliographical terms, 

mashyakhah refers to scholarly works by hadith authorities on their hadith masters 

and their chain of permissions, which sometimes also included short biographies. 

Several mashyakhahs have come down to us including Mashyakhah ofibn al-

Fuwati, Mashyakhah of ibn al-Washshāʿ, and Mashyakha of 

AbūʿAlīSarrādBijjilīKūfī.Similar works on Sufi elders and masters are known as 

KursīNāmahin Sufi terminology. 

Although the present work is not a mashyakhah in the narrow sense, it is called 

mashyakhahdue to its resemblance to other works of the same genre.  

The unique manuscript copy of this text was previously kept in Lutfʿali Sadr 

al-Afazil’s library.AqaBuzurgTirhanisaw the manuscript in 



FakhruddinNasiri’slibrary and recorded the bibliographical data in his Al-Dharīyah 

(Vol. 18, p. 158, entry 1177). The said copy was later transferred to the Central 

Library and Documentation Center of the University of Tehran and is still kept 

there under MS No. 2143.  

Mashyakhahwas originally a booklet in which Najm al-Dīn Muḥammad 

Ḥammūʿī Yazdī (818-885/1415-1480) son of Niẓām al-DīnIsḥāq Ḥammūʿī (757-

845/1356-1442) recorded the permissions granted byhis masters, or asked them to 

write their permissions in that booklet. In his various journeys which he took with 

his son Sālik al-DīnAvval,Najm al-Dīntook the booklet with him and sought the 

local scholars and masters to write their permissions, or leave a sample of their 

handwriting in the booklet. The tradition survived for five generations in the family 

and turned the booklet into a priceless treasury of handwriting samples of Iranian 

scholars. The earliest recorded permission in the manuscript is granted on 27 

Dhulḥajjah 845/8 May 1442 by MowlānāNiẓām al-DīnIsḥāq Ḥammūʿī 

(grandfather of Sālik al-DīnAvval) to his son Najm al-Dīn Muḥammad (father of 

Sālik al-DīnAvval), and the last permission recorded in the booklet is granted by 

Ṣadr al-Dīn Muḥammad Dashtakī (Thānī) to Mālik al-DīnMuʿayidḤammūʿī (son 

of Sālik al-DīnAvval) in the Rajab of 966/April 1559). The last autographin the 

manuscript is by Siyyid Muḥammad QāsimḤusaynī for Sālik al-

DīnMuḥammadDuvvum (the second) in 1022/1613. 

 

 

 
 


